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Closing Comments

The sharp fall in the gold price in recent weeks approaches what I believe
to be the final corrective low in this consolidation pattern before the next
surge higher. If we look back over the last 8 years, we can see the gold
price has traded in fairly predictable sideways patterns (Waves 2 and 4) as
it consolidates after significant waves higher (Waves 1,3 and 5). These
consolidations generally form an abcde pattern prior to an eventual
breakout. The b to c correction leg of these consolidation patterns generally
indicates a significant turning point for the precious metals markets just
prior to the next wave higher. The chart below gives us a summary of the
last 8 years of activity. Fast forwarding to 2008, we can clearly see that we
are presently in the process of putting in a b to c corrective low. Once in
place, the stage should be set for some long awaited fireworks. These
corrective lows have generally corresponded with an RSI of less than 30
(top section) and a crossing of the 300 day moving average (green line)
which is close to US$835 an ounce.
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What to look for with the XAU?
As we complete the b to c movement in the gold price, it pays to monitor the XAU closely for an outperformance in
the gold shares versus the metal. Today, I want to revisit the last 2 corrective stages we have experienced and
specifically study the b to c corrective lows for both 2005 and 2006, prior to examining 2008. These moves are
normally characterized with an RSI breaking 30 and demonstrative strength in the gold equities. We will use the
Gold/XAU ratio to measure this aspect.

Gold 2005 Corrective Stage (b to c)

Looking at the above chart, the top section is the RSI with a green vertical line and the blue circle signaling the
crossing of the 30 level. The next section down is a look at the XAU with the key period of interest circled in blue.
The third section of the chart is the gold price itself with the period of interest again circled and the 300 day moving
average in green. The last section is a look at the Gold/XAU ratio representing the performance of the gold shares
versus the gold price. The red vertical line is the peak made in the Gold/XAU ratio (in this case about 5.30). Now as
far as the Gold/XAU ratio goes, the gold shares generally outperform the metal as the gold price rises which is
indicated by a falling ratio. On the flip side when the gold price declines, the metal tends to outperform the shares,
which is represented by a rising indicator. Every now and again, usually at key turning points, we will see
divergence in the ratio where the shares will outperform the metal as the metal falls or the metal outperforms the
shares as the metal rises. This divergence is significant and generally signals strength and weakness respectively.
In the circled regions of the above chart we can see that a corrective c low coincides with an RSI 30 breach, a
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crossing of the 300 day moving average and a modest rise in the XAU. Using the Gold/XAU ratio, we can see
confirmation of this as the ratio falls in conjunction with the gold price (blue circled region), indicating the gold
shares are outperforming the metal. This is exactly what we want to see happen in order to confirm a turning point
has been reached. Occasionally we can get false alarms as in 2006.

Gold 2006 Corrective Stage (b to c)

When we examine the same chart for 2006, the first thing we look for is a break of 30 in the RSI, signaled by the
blue vertical line. Just prior to the low being made, we can see from the XAU that there is no significant
outperformance in the gold shares, as the gold price fell to make the low. A look at the Gold/XAU ratio confirms this
with only a slight outperformance of the shares just prior to the low being made (Slight dip in the index). With the
following rally in the gold price up to the end of September, a look to the XAU again shows a flat performance. This
is confirmed when we look at the Gold/XAU ratio which continued to rise to an eventual peak of about 4.8 (red
vertical line). This divergence was a clear signal that something was up and that the low made in the middle of
September was a false low. This was confirmed in early October when the gold price did indeed dip one more time
to make the eventual c corrective low on the 300 day moving average (green line), which was confirmed by
corresponding strength in the gold shares. A look at the XAU shows the index rally slightly as the gold price
dropped, represented by a sharp fall in the Gold/XAU ratio in tandem with the declining gold price.
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Gold 2008 Corrective Stage (b to c)

Fast forward to today and we see we are getting closer to perhaps putting in that b to c low. The first thing we
would like to see occur is the RSI breaking 30, which would need a further fall in the gold price to approximately
US$855 an ounce. A drop to the 300 day moving average (in green) is certainly not out of the question either and
would be consistent with prior consolidation patterns. The thing to look for will be how the XAU performs as these
milestones are met and the gold price puts in a low. If it significantly outperforms the gold price, as indicated by the
Gold/XAU ratio, chances are we will have our next significant turning point. As we can see above, the gold shares
have already started to outperform the metal slightly in the last couple of trading days with the Gold/XAU ratio
dipping marginally. We will continue to monitor this closely over the coming days and weeks.
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XAU

XAU GOLD RATIO
XAU
Performance

Gold
Performance

Net
Position

325.50

19.27%

59.96%

-37.13%

303.30

-6.82%

-30.31%

112.21

101.35%

406.60

34.06%

67.29%

0.19

78.99

-29.61%

420.70

3.47%

-33.07%

31/01/2006

0.27

154.19

95.20%

570.70

35.65%

59.55%

16/08/2007

0.19

125.99

-18.29%

662.25

16.04%

-34.33%

Current
(07/08/08)

0.17

151.14

19.96%

871.50

31.6%

-11.64%

Key Dates

XAU/Gold

XAU

19/11/2001

0.18

49.46

28/05/2002

0.27

88.65

79.24%

26/07/2002

0.18

55.73

08/12/2003

0.28

13/05/2005
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The XAU, for the month of July 08, rallied to hit 206 before slumping back to be 151 in early August 08. The XAU
gold ratio again challenged the strong resistance at 0.21 but failed in its attempts to break out and has since fallen
to challenge lows not seen since the beginning of this bull market back in 2000. The silver lining in this, if there is
one, is that we are faced with an opportunity just as big and hopefully just as lucrative as that confronting precious
metals investors back in 2000, despite the gold price, in nominal terms, being marginally below record levels.
If we return to our monthly chart of the Dow Jones versus the XAU below, we can see the consolidation triangle
has broken down and we are close to long term support at about 140, which I expect will hold over the coming days
and weeks as we hit the long awaited turning point. If we look at the top section of this chart, we can see the XAU
has underperformed the Dow Jones briefly. I am expecting this to change dramatically over the short term, once
the low has been locked in.

DOW JONES VS XAU (MONTHLY)

OUTLOOK
The two short term scenarios as I see it over the coming days and weeks:
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Scenario 1: The XAU will start to outperform the gold price as we find a low for gold anywhere in the range of US$835
(300 day moving average) to US$855. Once this low is in place, I expect the XAU to rally strongly which will mark the
long awaited next stage of this bull market. I support this scenario.
Scenario 2: The Dow Jones gets caught up in a violent downturn as it makes its way to 10,000, which drags the
precious metals markets with it. There has been significant evidence of late that the precious metals market has
detached itself from the mainstream markets and has resumed its familiar inverse correlation. For this reason, I don’t
support this scenario.
Intermediate Term Outlook:
Our next intermediate term target is 270 towards the end of 2008 or early 2009, on a successful break of strong
resistance at initially 200 followed by 210 - 220.

NORTH AMERICAN SILVER INDEX (NASI)

The NASI, for the month of July 08, has broken lower yet again as the precious metals sector has come under fire. The
Relative Strength Comparative with silver continues to trend lower which is bearish for the short term. Like with the
XAU, I would expect the NASI to find a definitive low in the coming days and weeks before rallying sharply.
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The chart below shows the silver price continuing to consolidate in a triangle with resistance at US$19.00 and support
at US$16.50. We have since broken the support of this formation with the next likely target being the 300 day moving
average which is presently at US$16.00. The Relative Strength Comparative with gold (middle section of the chart
below) remains on support. The RSI is within striking distance of 30 which does indicate that our low is quite close. A
drop down to the 300 day moving average at US$16.00 would assist in achieving our RSI objective.

Silver Chart ($US)

OUTLOOK
The two potential short term scenarios as I see it over the coming days and weeks:
Scenario 1: The NASI will find support at 5,000 – 5,500, before rebounding strongly once the corrective low is in place.
The silver price will find a corrective low in the $15.00 - $16.00 range. I support this scenario.
Scenario 2: The Dow Jones gets caught up in a violent downturn as it makes its way to 10,000, which drags the
precious metals markets with it. Like I mentioned earlier, there has been significant evidence of late that the precious
metals market is starting to detach itself from the mainstream markets and has resumed its familiar inverse correlation.
For this reason I don’t support this scenario.
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Intermediate Term Outlook:
The next intermediate term target for the NASI is still 10,500 - 11,000, followed by a longer term target of 13,000 15,000 towards the end of 2008 or early 2009. The next intermediate term target for the silver price is $24.50 to
$26.50, again towards late 2008 or early 2009.

AUSTRALIAN PRODUCERS INDEX (API)

During the month of July 08, the API has fallen to find intermediate term support at 3,900 - 4,000. The index continues
to trend lower since breaking support at 4,500. A look at the Relative Strength Comparative with gold (middle section)
shows continued weakness which is bearish in its implications. A look at the RSI has it breaking 30 which indicates
there may be a strong chance that support at 3,900 will hold prior to the commencement of a new significant rally. The
fundamentals for the Australian gold mining industry are continuing to improve with the long awaited weakening of the
Australian dollar, which is fundamentally poor and should continue to deteriorate over time (more on this later).

OUTLOOK
The two short term scenarios as I see it over the coming days and weeks:
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Scenario 1: The API will hold support at the intermediate term trend line of 3,900. In the event 3,900 fails, we may see
a brief fall lower before a significant surge in the index once a bottom in the gold price has been achieved. I support
this scenario.
Scenario 2: We get a severe pull back in world markets. This could see the index fall to longer term support at 3,000 –
3,500. I don’t support this scenario as there is strong evidence that the precious metals markets are breaking away
from the mainstream.
Intermediate Term Outlook:
My intermediate term target continues to be 6,500, with a longer term target of 7,500 towards the end of 2008 and early
2009.

AUSTRALIAN THEORETICAL PRICE OF GOLD UPDATE
Rate of
Australian
M3 Change

Gold
Production
Av Annual
Increase
(1.73%)

Australian
Theoretical
Gold Price

Actual
Australian
Gold Price

Actual as a
% of
Theoretical

867.9

3.3460%

0.14%

2,760.86

766.64

27.77%

M3
Aggregate
Money
Supply

Date

10 Year BB
Interest
Rates

Headline
CPI

Jun-07

6.26

2.10

Jul-07

6.03

874.6

0.7720%

0.14%

2,778.20

774.60

27.88%

Aug-07

5.92

895.8

2.4240%

0.14%

2,841.53

826.01

29.07%

Sep-07

6.16

911.9

1.7973%

0.14%

2,888.51

839.60

29.07%

Oct-07

6.18

939.1

2.9828%

0.14%

2,970.50

851.90

28.68%

Nov-07

6.00

964.7

2.7260%

0.14%

3,047.19

885.91

29.07%

Dec-07

6.33

982.1

1.8037%

0.14%

3,097.88

951.01

30.70%

Jan -08

6.36

987.9

0.5906%

0.14%

3,111.84

1,034.57

33.25%

Feb -08

6.21

991.0

0.3138%

0.14%

3,117.25

1,038.59

33.31%

Mar-08

6.04

998.2

0.7265%

0.14%

3,135.53

1,029.02

32.81%

Apr-08

6.19

1003.0

0.4809%

0.14%

3,146.21

924.29

29.38%

May-08

6.53

1004.8

0.1795%

0.14%

3,147.45

938.49

29.82%

Jun-08

6.45

1019.7

1.4829%

0.14%

3,189.72

969.36

30.39%

1.90

3.00

4.20

4.50

4 Year Performance Snapshot
2007/08

2006/07

2005/06

2004/05

Actual Gold

26%

16%

18%

8%

Theoretical Gold

16%

14%

16%

6%

M3 Growth

17%

16%

17%

8%

CPI

4.5%

2%

4%

2.5%
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Jun 08 has seen M3 growth strengthen after some pretty modest gains since April 08 as the credit markets have
tightened. The theoretical price of gold has jumped to A$3,189 an ounce. If we look at the 2007/08 financial year to the
30th June, we get a growth rate in the money supply of 17%. The CPI for the June Qtr came in at 4.5%. If we look back
at the performance of gold over the last 4 years, we can see an interesting trend starting to develop. In the 3 years up
to 2007, we can see the actual gold price has outperformed the theoretical consistently by about 2%. 2007/08 has seen
the actual gold price outperform the theoretical by 10%, with an annual return of 26% versus a monetary inflation
adjusted increase of 16%. In my opinion we are starting to see early signs that the actual gold price has commenced its
meaningful catch up with the theoretical price. I have mentioned numerously in previous essays that this was likely to
start when the signs of inflation become too obvious for even the CPI to hide. The average Joe on the street would be
starting to look at the CPI of 4.5% with much skepticism and saying “I wish!” As the Aussie dollar continues to fall, we
can expect further cost of living increases, based on the large amount of goods Australians import, including oil,
becoming more expensive. This will put the RBA in a rather awkward position as the CPI continues to rise. The talking
heads here in Australia are fully expecting a rate cut and the RBA has indicated they will “probably” come to the
party. What interesting times we live in! This is good news for gold investors as a weaker Aussie dollar improves
conditions for our local gold miners (something that has been completely lost on the investment markets of late) as it
boosts the price they receive for the yellow metal. A look at the gold price in Australian dollars below shows it holding
up remarkably well despite the sharp fall we have seen in the US dollar gold price.

AUSTRALIAN GOLD PRICE
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CLOSING COMMENTS
Well I don’t need to tell you that it has been an incredibly rough journey for precious metal investors of late. If you are
reading this, it is probably safe to assume that you have held steadfast and like me have strong convictions that this
bull market in precious metals has much, much further to run. Those that have read my work on a regular basis know
that I am not a writer that gets bullish lightly, but I am firmly of the opinion that the next monthly review I write will see
us in much better times. The gold price is nearing an important turning point and I have discussed in detail what we
need to see happen in order to have confidence that this turning point has been achieved. Hang in there and I hope to
be writing in much better times 4 weeks from now.

Troy Schwensen
Research Analyst

Editor

wwww.goldnerds.com.au
www.globalspeculator.com.auww.goldnerds.com.au
www.globalspeculator.com.au

DISCLAIMER
This publication has been prepared from a wide variety of sources which the editor, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, considers accurate. The editor does not warrant the accuracy of the information and forecasts contained in this
publication. This information is provided for educational purposes and nothing written should be construed as a
solicitation to buy and sell securities.
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